This Document is intended to help you with Galaxy IP cameras and NVR’s easy setup:

- To perform plug and play on NVR, Please follow these steps; since there are minor changes in the procedure:
- We have already activated the NVR for you, for which the password is either admin12345, 12345svd or admin@12345.
- First check the Firmware version of NVR under Main menu > maintenance > system info
- Make sure Firmware version is 3.3.0 built 150328
- Now connect the camera to one of the ports on NVR.
- Go to Menu > camera > IP camera
- You will get the interface as below:

![Camera Management Interface](image)

- Wait for 60 seconds for the cameras to get IP from NVR, while this time check if the status of the cameras go blue from yellow triangle. If it does
than you don’t need to read further instructions otherwise continue following.

- Now if you have 4 cameras connected to all four ports than just check mark every camera and than click on One-touch Active button to activate the cameras.
- After this you will see a pop up, Check the box where it says Use Admin password on the NVR.
- Click OK.
- Your cameras are initialized and added to the NVR. The Status for each camera will go blue from yellow triangle.